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Abstract

"Doctors-on-call" work in High Responsibility Teams, e.g. in hospitals or a (helicopter) emergency medical service (H/EMS), so called High Reliability Organisations. Due to their complex and demanding work contexts, doctors-on-call are required to develop non-technical competencies. To support reliable teamwork (aeromedical) crisis resource management (A/CRM) interventions have been implemented in initial training and further education more and more. The objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of A/CRM interventions in initial training as well as in combined recurrent HEMS trainings for pilots, paramedics and doctors-on-call. Two interventions for doctors-on-call in initial training (n=79) and five interventions in HEMS training (n=71) were evaluated. Results of the pre-post-test-design for A/CRM for doctors-on-call initial training showed that the intervention was judged positively regarding usefulness and learning. Safety-relevant attitudes changed significantly (.13 < η² < .24). The results for A/CRM in HEMS training also demonstrated effectiveness regarding usefulness and learning and safety-relevant attitudes increased significantly (.28 < η² < .41). Due to a pre-post-test-post-design results showed stable attitude changes also three months later. So far, no studies exist documenting the valuable effects of A/CRM interventions for doctors-on-call in initial training and working in HEMS.

Introduction

Teams are a core element of a wide range of organisations. Given the increasing complexity of organizations and task fulfilment, teamwork is essential for success in meeting constantly changing requirements and reacting flexibly to turbulent business environments (Cannon-Bowers & Bowers, 2011; Hollenbeck et al., 2012). The advantage of teamwork is to use synergies of team members’ competencies, knowledge and skills. Therefore, teams are able to adapt to changing conditions and cope with new situations successfully (Baker et al., 2006). Within some work environments the work has been structured as teamwork from the historical beginning of their professions, which means there was no period of time when it was en-vogue to implement teamwork with a special focus on teamwork processes, such as in the automobile industry or coal mines (cf. Hagemann, 2011, p.26). No one has

ever questioned the importance of teamwork within hospital anaesthesia teams, doctors-on-call or disaster management and first responder teams in the fire service. It would be barely conceivable that those people are not working as a team. But that does not mean that these teams have no teamwork problems.

Teams in healthcare, fire services, aviation or police units work in so-called High Reliability Organizations (HROs, Weick & Sutcliffe, 2003). They are named High Responsibility Teams (HRTs; cf. Hagemann et al., 2011) due to their dynamic and often unpredictable working conditions and demanding work contexts, in which technical faults and slips have severe consequences for human beings and the environment if they are not identified and resolved within the team immediately (Kluge et al., 2009). HRTs bear responsibility regarding their own lives and those of third parties based on their actions and consequences. In order to adapt to the dynamic and unpredictable working conditions successfully, they are confronted with specific requirements regarding information sharing and coordination – their non-technical skills (see e.g. Flin et al., 2005). Teamwork in HRTs is different from those in non-HRTs and is assumed to be very demanding (cf. Hagemann, 2011, pp.27-28). The impact on other peoples’ life is enormous, especially when incidents or accidents occur. The notion that HRTs have always worked in teams does not imply that a particular team communicates and coordinates teamwork successfully. The human contribution to accidents and incidents in HRT-work has been recognised by many industries over the last three decades (Reason, 2008). The causal relationship between human error and teamwork problems such as breakdowns in communication or coordination processes or failures in decision-making and accidents and incidents was recognised. Examples of this are the Tenerife airport accident in 1977, which resulted in a loss of 583 lives, or the explosion of the Deep Water Horizon in spring 2010, which claimed 11 lives (Flin et al., 2002; Helmreich et al., 1999).

Teamwork professions such as medical teams in hospitals or doctors-on-call are as well recognizing the human contribution to errors and incidents. Examples in this regard include the tragic death of the (healthy) 2-month-old Jose Martinez in a hospital in Houston in 1996 due to medication errors (Belkin, 1997) or the death of the cardiac Rosemarie Voser who received a donor heart with a wrong blood type in Zurich due to a misunderstanding in communication⁴. It is estimated that about 44,000 up to 98,000 people in the USA die each year as a result of medical errors (Kohn et al., 2007). These examples show that HRTs also need support in their teamwork processes and special attention from teamwork experts, even though they work in teams for a very long time. The aim of the present studies is thus to explore the positive effects of a special kind of team training for doctors-on-call in hospital teams or helicopter emergency medical service (HEMS) teams on team members’ reactions and teamwork safety-relevant attitudes.

⁴ http://www.news.ch/Fehler+bei+Herz+OP/214105/detail.htm
Doctors-on-call’s work (environment)

There are two different models of the pre-hospital medical care in emergency cases. On one hand the “Anglo-American model” which operates with pre-hospital care specialists, such as paramedics or emergency medical technicians (EMTs). Doctors-on-call (also called emergency physicians) are not part of this model in the pre-hospital care. In contrast the so called “Franco-German-Model” which is led by physicians and supported by paramedics. This is also typical for most countries in Central Europe. Doctors-on-call in Germany provide the necessary medical interventions for patients in emergency medical service. Therefore they are active as well in road ambulances as in helicopter emergency medical services. Germany is one of the rare countries in the world having established a complete comprehensive network of helicopter emergencies. Hence, every patient can be reached within 15 minutes by a rescue helicopter from its more than 70 bases. Some of the rescue helicopters provide a day and night service, 24/7. Although the rescue network is comprehensive in Germany, all team members of the emergency medical technicians still face the challenge of reaching the emergency scene within minutes.

Regularly, confrontations with seriously injured patients, e.g. after motor vehicle crashes, but also with victims of crime scenes or outbreak of violence occurs. Due to these particular cognitive and social demands a close co-operation with the police, beside the collaboration with the fire department or the emergency rooms in hospitals is required. To take live care / life support decisions within seconds in the rescue unit during the assignment, teamwork is the key.

Crew or Aeromedical Crisis Resource Management

Professions such as surgery, anaesthesia, or doctors-on-call are recognizing the human contribution to errors and incidents and are trying to help themselves by applying a team training intervention originally developed for aviation personnel in order to accomplish the challenges of their demanding and complex teamwork contexts (cf. Gaba et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2007). This intervention, called Crew Resource Management (CRM) was developed to improve teamwork-relevant non-technical skills (e.g. communication or adaptation) of team members and increase team effectiveness and safety in HRTs. CRM has been defined as “the use of all available resources to achieve safe and efficient flight operations” (Lauber, 1984, p. 20). CRM-based training concepts are instructional strategies for HRTs in order to a) train them to use all available resources efficiently (i.e. people, equipment, and information), b) enhance their teamwork and therefore enhance their performance, and c) diminish the likelihood of possible human error with severe consequences for people and the environment (Salas et al., 2006a).

In its early stages, CRM mainly focused on pilots. During the 1990s, it was extended to flight attendants and maintenance technicians (Helmreich et al., 1999) and today it is also prescribed by law for all aviation personnel worldwide (EU OPS 1). CRM-based training concepts have been well established within commercial aviation for over 30 years. During this time span and due to this training concept, that focuses on team members’ non-technical skills and error management, incident and accident rates have been reduced (Flin et al., 2002). At the end of the 1990s, a tendency to
apply CRM within anaesthesia could be observed. Specific team training interventions called aeromedical or anaesthesia crisis resource management (ACRM) were developed (Davies, 2001; Gaba et al., 2001). Since then, more and more HRTs in the fire service or surgery are trying to transfer CRM from aviation to their own teams, called, for instance team resource management for the fire service (cf. Hagemann & Kluge, 2013; Okray & Lubnau, 2004).

Some meta-analyses support the effectiveness of CRM interventions on teamwork relevant competence acquisition in HRTs for aviation and military or medical teams as well as in the oil industry. For example, Salas et al. (2006b) report in their meta-analysis—100 studies included—positive effects of CRM on team members’ reactions and teamwork safety-relevant attitudes. Diverse results (positive or no effects) are reported in regard to teamwork safety-relevant knowledge and behaviour as well as on organisational outcomes. The meta-analysis conducted by O’Connor et al. (2008) included 16 studies and supports positive training effects. The reported studies demonstrated positive effects of CRM on team members’ reactions, teamwork safety-relevant attitudes and behaviour. In regard to a safety-relevant knowledge gain medium effects were found.

The positive influence of teamwork relevant competencies and accordingly team processes on team performance has also been demonstrated in some studies. Schmutz and Manser (2013) included 28 studies in their review and report medium to large effect sizes regarding the positive effects of team process behaviours on clinical performance, such as task management, problems during operation, operating time, or morbidity. Because ACRM interventions support teamwork relevant competence acquisition and teamwork competencies influence clinical performance positively, ACRM is a very powerful “instrument” in supporting HRTs for reliable teamwork, also in a medical context.

So far, nearly nothing is known about the effects of ACRM interventions on prerequisites for successful teamwork of doctors-on-call, working in e.g. hospitals or HEMS. In order to assess positive training effects on teamwork relevant competence acquisition for this target group, the widely used training evaluation hierarchy from Kirkpatrick (1998) is applied. This hierarchy categorises training outcomes on four levels. The first two levels are considered here. The first level is the evaluation of “reactions”, such as subjectively perceived enjoyment and perceived usefulness of the ACRM intervention. The second level is “learning” and contains the participant’s attitudinal changes and knowledge gain after ACRM intervention. “Behavioural changes” are the hierarchy’s third level and refer to the application of acquired knowledge and skills to the job. This level will be considered indirectly in the evaluation based on questions regarding the transfer climate. The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate the positive effects of ACRM interventions for doctors-on-call on team members’ reactions, subjectively rated learning success, and teamwork safety-relevant attitudes.
Hypotheses

As demonstrated in the meta-analyses by Salas et al. (2006b) and O’Connor et al. (2008), first, it is assumed that the A/CRM interventions will have a positive impact on team members’ reactions.

Second, it is assumed that the A/CRM interventions will have a positive impact on team members’ subjectively rated learning success (knowledge and attitude).

Third, it is assumed that the A/CRM interventions will have a positive impact on the teamwork-relevant attitudes such as those demonstrated by Gregorich, Helmreich, and Wilhelm (1990) and Helmreich and Wilhelm (1991). Evaluating this effect is important, because in training research it is assumed that positive changes in attitudes (affective levels) are one essential prerequisite for changes in (safety-relevant) behaviour (O’Connor, Flin, Fletcher & Hemsley, 2003).

Furthermore, it is analysed whether doctors-on-call have the possibilities to apply the newly learned concepts and skills in training during their daily work or not. That means the transfer climate is measured.

Method

Samples

Two samples were included in this study. One sample consisted of doctors-on-call in initial training (n = 79). These doctors have been in vocational training to become doctors-on-call. The sample consisted of two subgroups which got the initial training at different times. 38 doctors were male, 31 female, and 10 doctors did not indicate their sex. Their mean age was $M = 32.63$ years ($SD = 7.40$). 13.5% of the doctors declared that they already had participated in any sort of A/CRM intervention before.

The second sample consisted of doctors-on-call, pilots and paramedics (helicopter crew member, HCM) in combined recurrent HEMS trainings (n = 71). Five groups in combined recurrent HEMS training that received an A/CRM intervention were included in the study. 60 people were male, 5 female, and 6 people did not indicate their sex. Their mean age was $M = 42.1$ years ($SD = 7.45$). 25 people were pilots, 21 were HCMs and 23 were doctors-on-call (2 missing). 32 people (47.1%) declared that they already had participated in any sort of A/CRM intervention before. 23 people of those 32 were pilots, 6 HCMs and 3 were doctors-on-call. The mean age for doctors-on-call was $M = 42.4$ years ($SD = 5.8$), 19 of them were male and 4 female.

Field study design

The study included two within-group comparisons with a pre-post-test design for doctors-on-call in initial training (sample 1, S1) and a pre-post-post-test design for participants in combined recurrent HEMS training (sample 2, S2). Due to organisational constraints and patient needs the participants were not able to visit the
interventions all at the same time. Hence, the A/CRM interventions were conducted two (S1) respectively 5 (S2) times in the same manner.

The doctors-on-call in S1 participated in an A/CRM seminar of one and a half hours duration. This seminar was integrated into a one week vocational training in a German hospital to become a doctor-on-call. Other seminar topics for example were trauma support, cardio-pulmonal-resuscitation, specifics of the emergency medical system EMS, and cooperation with fire brigade, HEMS, Search and Rescue SAR, paramedics / EMTs emergency medical technicians. The instructor of the A/CRM seminar came from an aviation and medical background. The discussed topics were human factors, error management, communication, and situation awareness and its influences on human behaviour and teamwork. The design of the seminar consisted of theoretical inputs and discussion phases. Seminars based on such a design are able to influence reaction, attitudes and knowledge, the first two levels of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation hierarchy (1998).

**Table 1. Overview of the study design for sample 1 and 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>One day before the A/CRM seminar</th>
<th>At the end of the seminar day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CRM seminar</td>
<td>(90 minutes)</td>
<td>Reactions to the A/CRM seminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjectively rated learning success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>At the beginning of the first training day</th>
<th>At the end of the last training day</th>
<th>Three months later</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruments</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CRM training</td>
<td>(3 days)</td>
<td>Reactions to the A/CRM training</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjectively rated learning success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants in S2 got an A/CRM training of three days duration. The training was a combined training for pilots, HCMs, and doctors-on-call all working in a helicopter emergency medical service in Germany. This combination of participants is due to the fact that a helicopter crew in missions consists of one pilot, one HCM, and one doctor-on-call. The underlying proposition is that the people who work together should also be trained together. The discussed topics were human factors, error chains, attitudes, communication and coordination, leadership, situation awareness, and shared mental models and its influences on human behaviour and teamwork processes and outcomes. The design of the training was interactive and
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consisted of a mixture of theoretical inputs, exercises, discussions, and reflections. Trainings based on such a design are able to influence attitudes, knowledge and behaviour, the first three levels of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation hierarchy.

In S2 also the team members’ behaviour was influenced. Because it was not possible to directly assess the behaviour of the team members after training all participants from S2 were asked to fill in a questionnaire measuring the transfer climate within their daily work three months after the training. The aim was to analyse whether the participants have the possibilities to apply the newly learned concepts and skills in training during their daily work.

The instruments measuring the team members’ reactions to the A/CRM interventions, the subjectively rated learning success, and the teamwork safety-relevant attitudes were distributed in S1 one day before the seminar (T0) and at the end of the seminar day (T1). In addition to the listed instruments here S2 also worked on an instrument measuring the transfer climate. The instruments were handed out at the beginning of the first day of training (T0), at the end of the last day of training (T1) and three months later (T2) (see table 1). Due to this long time span and because of holidays, shift changes, and absenteeism, not all doctors-on-call, pilots, and HCMs were able to participate at all three measurement times.

Applied measuring instruments

Teamwork safety-relevant attitudes
To measure a change in teamwork safety-relevant attitudes an adapted version of the Fire Service Management Attitudes Questionnaire (FSMAQ, Hagemann, 2011) was applied two (T0, T1) or three times (T0, T1, T2) for sample 1 and 2, respectively. The questionnaire consisted of 20 items (five-point Likert scale from 1 to 5) and is called Doctors-on-call Management Attitudes Questionnaire (DMAQ). Other well established instruments have been the basis for this attitude questionnaire, e.g. ORMAQ surgery (Yule et al., 2004), ORMAQ anaesthesia (Sexton et al., 2000), CMAQ cockpit (Gregorich et al., 1990), and CAQ (McDonald & Shadow, 2003). The questionnaire covered the eight most frequently investigated safety-relevant attitudes: command roles and responsibilities (4 items, e.g., ‘Team members should not question the decisions or actions of senior staff’), speak up (2 items, e.g., ‘I inform other team members when my workload is too high’), debriefing (2 items, e.g., ‘A regular debriefing of procedures and decisions after a mission is an important part of teamwork’), feedback and critique (2 items, e.g., ‘Disagreements in the team are appropriately resolved, i.e., it is not ‘who’ is right, but what is best for the mission’), realistic appraisal of stress (3 items, e.g., ‘Personal problems can adversely affect my performance’), denial of stress (3 items, e.g., ‘A professional doctor-on-call is able to hide personal problems during the whole mission’), handling errors (2 items, e.g., ‘I am more likely to make errors in tense or hostile situations’), and teamwork (2 items, e.g., ‘I enjoy working in a team’).

Subjectively perceived training outcomes
The training evaluation inventory (TEI; Ritzmann et al., 2014; Hagemann & Kluge, 2014) was applied for evaluating the A/CRM interventions and the team members’ reactions and subjectively rated learning success, respectively, at T1. This inventory
consisted of 16 items (five-point Likert scale from 1 to 5). It covered training outcomes based on the first (reaction) and second (learning) level of Kirkpatrick’s (1998) four levels of evaluation. Based on the work of Alliger et al. (1997), Phillips and Phillips (2001) and Salas et al. (2006a), the first level (reaction) was further divided into three scales: reported enjoyment (3 items, e.g., ‘I enjoyed learning’), perceived difficulty (3 items, e.g., ‘I understood all technical terms’) and perceived usefulness (4 items, e.g., ‘The training is useful for my profession’). In particular, perceived usefulness is assumed to support the motivation to apply acquired knowledge and skills to the trainees’ field of work (Helmreich & Wilhelm, 1991; Phillips & Phillips, 2001; Salas et al., 2006c). Furthermore, it enhances the probability of the trainees’ work performance improving. The second level (learning) was divided into learning knowledge (3 items, subjectively rated learning success, e.g., ‘I think my knowledge has been expanded in the long term’) and learning attitudes (3 items, e.g., ‘I would recommend this training to my colleagues’). The subjectively rated learning success proved to be a successful predictor in relation to objectively measured learning success or knowledge acquisition (Ritzmann et al., 2014), and was therefore used as an indicator for the second level of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation hierarchy. The TEI was used as it was developed for training evaluation and has been applied in various CRM training evaluation studies (see Ritzmann et al., 2014).

**Transfer climate**

In order to analyse whether doctors-on-call have the possibilities to apply the newly learned concepts and skills in training during their daily work a transfer climate questionnaire was applied at T2 (only S2). The instrument consisted of 15 items (five-point Likert scale from 1 to 5) and was developed based on the transfer climate questionnaire by Thayer and Teachout (1995). The questionnaire covered cues, reinforcements, and extinction possibilities. The scales were goal cues (3 items, e.g. ‘My supervisors set performance goals that encourage me to apply the skills learned in the ACRM-training’), social cues (2 items, e.g. ‘My colleagues help me applying the concepts learned in the ACRM-training at work’), task cues (2 items, e.g. ‘We have the resources (equipment, human power, time) in order to fulfil the work as learned in the ACRM-training’), positive reinforcement (3 items, e.g. ‘My supervisors appreciate it when I transfer the things learned in the ACRM-training to work’), negative reinforcement (3 items, e.g. ‘(Experienced) Colleagues make fun of the concepts communicated in the ACRM-training’), and extinction (2 items, e.g. ‘I have only a few possibilities to apply the skills learned in the ACRM-training, so it is difficult for me to internalise them’).

**Results**

In the following the three hypotheses will be tested for sample 1 (doctors-on-call initial training) and sample 2 (combined recurrent HEMS training). The last research question regarding the transfer climate will be tested for sample 2 only.
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Table 2. M, SD, and Cronbach’s α of training outcome scales at T1 for sample 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>A/CRM seminar (S1), n = 79</th>
<th>A/CRM training (S2), n = 71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Enjoyment</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Difficulty +</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Knowledge</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Attitudes</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. A high score means that the training was not difficult; range from 1 to 5

In order to test hypotheses 1 and 2, the subjectively perceived outcomes of the A/CRM seminar and the A/CRM training were evaluated by applying the TEI at T1. The internal consistencies and means of the evaluation scales regarding reaction and learning are displayed in Table 2 for both samples. The mean values of the five scales indicated an overall very positive evaluation of the seminar or rather the training regarding team members’ reactions and subjectively rated learning success in both samples. Hence, the results supported Hypotheses 1 and 2.

In order to test the third hypothesis, whether the teamwork safety-relevant attitudes changed positively and significantly after the A/CRM seminar/training, univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures for analysing within-group effects were conducted – for each of the eight scales. The attitudes at T0 and T1 were within-subject factors.

Table 3. M, SD (in brackets), α and results of ANOVA with repeated measures regarding attitudes at T0 compared to T1 for sample 1 (n = 60) and 2 (n = 65)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>T0</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>η²p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>.419</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking up</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>10.585</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debriefing</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback and critique</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>.912</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic appraisal of stress</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>11.457</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of stress</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>18.903</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling errors</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>8.460</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>.306</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>T0</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>η²p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>26.024</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking up</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>10.286</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Debriefing  &  .35 & 4.35 & 4.58 & 10.091 & .002 & .14  
  &  (0.52) & (0.52) & (0.59) &  
Feedback and critique  &  .74 & 3.78 & 3.95 & 4.089 & .050 & .06  
  &  (0.56) & (0.65) &  
Realistic appraisal of stress  &  .88 & 4.04 & 4.32 & 21.351 & .001 & .25  
  &  (0.61) & (0.71) &  
Denial of stress*  &  .83 & 2.84 & 2.35 & 32.699 & .001 & .34  
  &  (0.80) & (0.79) &  
Handling errors  &  .54 & 3.67 & 3.97 & 8.727 & .004 & .12  
  &  (0.65) & (0.84) &  
Teamwork  &  .30 & 4.26 & 4.34 & 1.438 & .235 & .02  
  &  (0.59) & (0.58) &  

Notes. * Low values indicate a positive attitude; range from 1 to 5.

Referring to S1, there were no significant results for “command roles and responsibilities”, “debriefing”, “feedback and critique”, and “teamwork” (see Table 3). Regarding “speaking up” ($F_{1/60}$ = 10.585, $p < .01$, $\eta^2_p = .15$), “realistic appraisal of stress” ($F_{1/60}$ = 11.457, $p < .01$, $\eta^2_p = .16$), “denial of stress” ($F_{1/60}$ = 19.903, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .24$), and “handling errors” ($F_{1/60}$ = 8.460, $p = .001$, $\eta^2_p = .13$) the main effects for measurement time reached significance and the effect sizes were medium to large. Thus, these four attitudes changed significantly and positively from T0 to T1. The doctors-on-call showed a significant positive change in speaking up, realistic appraisal of stress, denial of stress, and handling errors.

Referring to S2, there were no significant results for “feedback and critique” and “teamwork” (see Table 3). Regarding “command roles and responsibilities” ($F_{1/65} = 26.024, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .30$), “speaking up” ($F_{1/65} = 10.286, p < .002, \eta^2_p = .14$), “debriefing” ($F_{1/65} = 10.091, p < .002, \eta^2_p = .14$), “realistic appraisal of stress” ($F_{1/65} = 21.351, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .25$), “denial of stress” ($F_{1/65} = 32.699, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .34$), and “handling errors” ($F_{1/65} = 8.727, p < .004, \eta^2_p = .12$) the main effects for measurement time reached significance and the effect sizes were all medium to large. Hence, these six attitudes changed significantly and positively from T0 to T1. Summing up, hypothesis 3 could be partially supported; both, the A/CRM seminar and training had a positive impact on safety-relevant attitudes.

In order to test whether the six attitude changes from T0 to T1 were stable over a time period of three months, paired samples t-tests were calculated to compare the results between T1 and T2 (see Table 4). This analysis was conducted for S2 only, because only this sample had a follow-up evaluation three months later. The six attitudes—command roles and responsibilities, speaking up, debriefing, realistic appraisal of stress, denial of stress, and handling errors—remained stable over time, as no difference between T1 and T2 reached significance (two-tailed). Summing up, the results indicate that the six positive attitude changes from T0 to T1 were stable over a period of three months.
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Table 4. Means and results of paired samples t-tests of four attitudes between T1 and T2 (which changed significantly from T0 to T1) \((n = 12)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>(t(11))</th>
<th>Sig. (two-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command roles and</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>(p &gt; .32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking up</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>(p &gt; .34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debriefing</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>(p &gt; .34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic appraisal of</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>(p &gt; .51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of stress१</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>(p &gt; .62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling Errors</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>(p = .05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. १ Low values indicate a positive attitude; range from 1 to 5.

Furthermore, descriptive data were analysed in order to answer the last research question, whether the pilots, HCMs, and doctors-on-call had the possibilities to apply the newly learned concepts and skills in training during their daily work. For this purpose a transfer climate questionnaire was applied in S2 at T2. The internal consistencies and means of the evaluation scales regarding cues, reinforcements and extinction are displayed in Table 5. The mean values of the six scales indicated an overall very positive transfer climate at work for the participants. Thus, the results indicated good possibilities to apply newly learned skills in training at work.

Table 5. M, SD, and Cronbach’s α of transfer climate scales at T2 for sample 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
<th>(M)</th>
<th>(SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal Cues</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Cues</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Cues</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Reinforcement</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Reinforcement१</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinction१</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. १ High values indicate a positive transfer climate; range from 1 to 5.

All results were controlled for age and sex differences. No impacts of age and sex on the effects could be detected.

Discussion

The goal of the present studies was to investigate the positive impact of A/CRM seminars and trainings on doctors-on-calls’ reactions, subjectively rated learning success, and teamwork safety-relevant attitudes. The first two hypotheses were supported; the third one was partially supported. According to the first hypothesis, the team members—in both samples—reported that they enjoyed the A/CRM seminar/training and that it was easy for them to follow it. They perceived the seminar/training as useful for their work and stated that they would, for example, recommend it to their colleagues. According to the second hypothesis, they developed a positive attitude towards the seminar/training and teamwork-relevant topics, respectively, and stated that they learned a lot. These results confirm findings
of previous evaluation studies of CRM training within aviation, military and fire
service as demonstrated by Hagemann and Kluge (2014), Ritzmann et al. (2011),
Salas et al. (1999), Salas et al. (2001), and Salas et al. (2006a). The present findings
seem to indicate that A/CRM seminars and trainings for doctors-on-call could also
be useful for enhancing non-technical teamwork competencies.

Evaluating perceived usefulness of a seminar or training is also important, because
studies showed positive relationships between perceived usefulness of an
intervention and transfer motivation, subjectively rated learning success as well as
objective measurement of knowledge acquisition and maintenance (Alliger et al.,
1997; Hagemann & Kluge, 2013, 2014; Helmreich & Wilhelm, 1991). Furthermore,
the subjectively rated learning success is also a reliable predictor for objective
measurement of knowledge acquisition (Ritzmann et al., 2014). The reported results
indicate, that the doctors-on-call expended their knowledge regarding safety relevant
teamwork competencies. These findings stress the importance of evaluating trainee
reactions in a differentiated manner by focusing on perceived usefulness and
subjectively rated learning success.

According to hypothesis three, positive changes in teamwork safety-relevant
attitudes could be found in both samples. Results for the first sample showed that
after the A/CRM seminar, four of the eight attitudes changed. These four were
“speaking up”, “realistic appraisal of stress”, “denial of stress”, and “handling
errors”. Results for the second sample showed that after the A/CRM training, six of
the eight attitudes changed. These six were “command roles and responsibilities”,
“speaking up”, “debriefing”, “realistic appraisal of stress”, “denial of stress”, and
“handling errors”. Possible explanations for why attitudes regarding “realistic
appraisal of stress” and “denial of stress” changed significantly in both samples
might be that the seminar/training focused these topics deeply. To pick the link
between handling and denial of stress—factors which influence performance negatively—and accidents and incidents out as a central theme is very common in
A/CRM interventions. In sample 2, but not in sample 1, after the training the
participants showed more positive attitudes regarding “command roles and
responsibilities” and “debriefing”. These differences could be explained by the
thematic setting of priorities. In sample 1 the doctors-on-call were 10 years younger
on average and at the beginning of their career as a doctor-on-call than the team
members in sample 2. Hence, different teamwork relevant competencies are
important for these target groups. More experienced team members might be more
interested in leadership topics and instruments to steer team processes, such as
debriefings.

These positive attitude changes are in accordance with some previous studies within
other HRTs in aviation (Gregorich et al., 1990; Helmreich & Wilhelm, 1991) or in
fire service teams (Hagemann & Kluge, 2013). Even though Rötger et al. (2013) did
not report effects of CRM training on attitude changes, however they found
significant relationships between negative attitudes and teamwork behaviour and
performance in the maritime domain. In the present study it was also demonstrated
that after a time period of three months, the positive attitude changes were stable
(only S2). The demonstrated positive attitude changes are an important prerequisite
for showing safety-relevant behaviour during missions (Sexton & Klinek, 2001). Furthermore, the attitude changes demonstrated in the present studies are not common findings. O’Connor et al. (2012, p. 30) report, that many of the studies examining the impact of CRM training on attitude changes did not find any significant effects. Moreover, psychometric properties of the applied instruments were lacking. In their own study with naval aviators, O’Connor et al. also did not find any significant effects of CRM training on attitude changes. They report the psychometric properties of their inventory, which ranged from \( \alpha = .44 \) to \( \alpha = .59 \). These internal consistencies were typical of this type of questionnaire. The internal consistencies of the DMAQ within the present studies are in line with these results predominantly and ranged from \( \alpha = .21 \) to \( \alpha = .88 \).

The last research question focused on the **transfer climate** in sample 2. It was of interest, whether participants have the possibilities to apply the newly learned concepts and skills in training during their daily work or not. Because it was not possible to directly assess the behaviour of the team members during work after training they were asked to fill in a questionnaire measuring the transfer climate within their daily work three months after the training. The underlying idea was that the A/CRM trainings are able to influence not only knowledge and attitudes, but also behaviour. But new behaviour congruent to training will not or hardly be shown if there is no transfer climate. So transfer climate is a prerequisite to experience newly acquired behaviour (Greif & Kluge, 2004; Thayer & Teachout, 1995). The results of the present study show, that the doctors-on-call, the pilots, and the HCMs reported a good transfer climate after training. The aspect regarding positive reinforcement was assessed most positively.

Summing up, the findings indicate that A/CRM interventions for doctors-on-call are useful in terms of enhancing non-technical teamwork competencies, especially reactions, learning, and attitudes, but also behaviour. Furthermore, other research, for example regarding Bridge Resource Management training for navy teams (cf. O’Connor, 2011), indicates that not all kinds of CRM adaptations successfully lead to positive training outcomes, and indeed some have no effect at all. Thus, the findings of the present studies broaden the field regarding effective applications of A/CRM interventions. As a result medical services should consider implementing ACRM into their education and further trainings. ACRM should be implemented into the curricula equal to other topics, not only for medical students but also for doctors in initial training to become doctors-on-call or in further education.

**Limitations and Outlook**

With regard to methodological problems, the DMAQ for evaluating the teamwork safety-relevant attitudes showed problems regarding reliability aspects. Some scales (e.g. teamwork or debriefing) had very low internal consistencies. These problems regarding attitude evaluations are common in the scientific community, as discussed earlier, but further research is needed for developing reliable and valid instruments for assessing attitudes.

Team diversity was not taken into consideration neither in the present studies nor in the A/CRM seminar or training. Jackson and Joshi (2011) stated in their review that
work team diversity “is likely to impede frequent and effective communication among team members” (p. 661) and has diverse—positive as well as negative—
influences on team performance (p. 666). Hence, possible effects of team diversity on team performance should be taken into consideration in future studies. Furthermore, the topic “team diversity” and its implications on team performance and team processes should be implemented into A/CRM interventions. Today, medical teams become more and more diverse regarding gender, age, nationality, personality, attitudes, values, educational level or organizational tenure.

The third level (behaviour) in Kirkpatrick’s (1998) evaluation hierarchy was assessed indirectly; the fourth level (outcomes) was not assessed at all in the present studies. This is a well known phenomenon in training evaluation studies. It costs a lot of time and resources to do that, but for further research it is required to evaluate behaviour at work after training. Also objective measures or so called hard facts (e.g. no complication during surgery or patient alive) should be analysed in order to assess training outcomes, which means the effects of A/CRM interventions on team performance as defined by patient well-being.

Summing up, the studies indicate the usefulness of A/CRM interventions for doctors-on-call on their non-technical teamwork competencies, even if the people do not have any prior experience with this kind of intervention. The foundations for more research regarding A/CRM interventions for doctors-on-call are led.
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